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Foreword
Welcome to this special issue of the Journal of Symbolic Computation on Invariant Generation and
Advanced Techniques for Reasoning about Loops. It is dedicated to the third International Workshop
on Invariant Generation (WING 2010) that was held on 21 July 2010 in Edinburgh, as a satellite event
of the fifth International Federated Logic Conference (FLoC 2010).
Invariants are forever
The ability to extract and synthesize auxiliary properties of programs has had a profound effect
on program analysis, testing, and verification over the last several decades. The field of invariant
generation draws on a multitude of techniques from computer algebra, theorem proving, constraint
solving, abstract interpretation techniques, and model checking. Likewise, the application areas are
diversified frombootstrapping static programanalysis tools to test-case generation and into aiding the
quest for verified software. So invariants are a key ingredient in program analysis and understanding.
Yet, invariant generation poses as many challenges as promises: a key impediment for program
verification is the overhead associated with providing, debugging, and verifying auxiliary invariant
annotations. As the design and implementation of reliable software remains an important issue, any
progress in this area will be of utmost importance for future developments in verified software. In the
context of static analysis and test-case generation, suitable invariants have the potential of enabling
sophisticated automatic program analysis and high-coverage test-case generation.
The field of invariant generation thus benefits an array of applications for program understanding.
It draws on many concepts and techniques developed in the context of symbolic computations,
including program logics, theorem proving, numerical analysis, computer-aided verification and
deduction, to mention a few.
Contributions
This special issue contains five select contributions in the area of invariant generation. The response
to the call for this special issue was very positive, and we received 18 submissions, most of them
following high standards with respect to scientific contributions and novelty. The papers that appear
in this issue required only minor revisions, and we look forward to many other novel contributions in
the future.
A common theme in all papers is their emphasis on invariants in numerical domains. A key
challenge that is common to this domain is that the set of reachable states is infinite, so any invariant
generation method has to cope with infinite ascending chains of state summaries. Nevertheless,
they address challenges of different nature and employ different techniques: convex optimization,
non-convex optimization, automating widening thresholds, loop acceleration, and information from
dynamic analysis. We summarize the papers below.
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Abstract interpretation meets convex optimization
Authors: Thomas Martin Gawlitza, Helmut Seidl, Assalé Adjé, Stéphane Gaubert, and Éric Goubault.
This paper presents using two-player zero-sum games for improving the precision of abstract
interpretation. It develops max-strategy and min-strategy improvement algorithms and discusses
how they can be used for computing numerical invariants by abstract interpretation. The framework
is instantiated to template-based numerical analysis.
Tropical linear-fractional programming and parametric mean payoff games
Authors: Stéphane Gaubert, Ricardo D. Katz, and Sergey Sergeev.
Suppose that a programmaintains the invariant that x ≤ y∨ x ≤ z for programvariables x, y, and z.
Formally, this invariant can be expressed as a union of two polyhedra, but not as a single convex body.
Tropical linear programming also admits, besides additive arithmetic, min and max functions. The
aforementioned invariant is expressible in tropical linear programming as x ≤ max(y, z). This paper
develops techniques that generalize classical linear programming to tropical linear programming. A
key insight of the paper is formulating parametricmeanplayoff games for this domain. Amain result of
thiswork relates themethod back to linear programming, as strategies in tropical linear programming
play the role of Lagrange multipliers in classical linear programming.
Acceleration of the abstract fixpoint computation in numerical program analysis
Authors: Olivier Bouissou, Yassamine Seladji, and Alexandre Chapoutot.
A key challengewith tuning tools based on abstract interpretation is to formulate suitablewidening
operators and controlwhen they are applied. A set of thresholds controls this effect. Known techniques
have so far relied on users or heuristics based on the program syntax only taking superficial advantage
of information of the program semantics. This paper considers the case of numerical domains. Based
on properties of these domains, it develops methods for automatic threshold extraction.
Applying abstract acceleration to (co-)reachability analysis of reactive programs
Authors: Peter Schrammel and Bertrand Jeannet.
In a similar spirit as the contribution above, this paper considers computing invariants for
numerical domains. In contrast to synthesizing and applying a widening operator, it seeks methods
for accelerating the effect of loops into closed forms. It also develops dual analysis for co-reachability.
Discovering invariants via simple component analysis
Authors: Gianluca Amato, Maurizio Parton, and Francesca Scozzari.
Many invariant generation techniques are based on symbolic executions that propagate
representations which denote sets of states. This paper uses also concrete execution traces. They are
extracted from dynamic analysis and used to specialize numeric abstract domains.
The WING workshop series
The WING workshop series aims to bring together researchers from several fields of abstract
interpretation, computational logic, and computer algebra to support reasoning about loops, in
particular, by using algorithmic combinatorics, narrowing/widening techniques, static analysis,
polynomial algebra, quantifier elimination, and model checking. The workshops offer an interactive
forum for presenting work in progress, new results, and follow-on experience with established
methods.
WING 2010 was the third time the workshop was held. It featured ten regular presentations and
two invited talks. One invited lecture was given by Sumit Gulwani (Microsoft Research, USA), and one
by Helmut Seidl (Technische Universität München, Germany) on the topic of the first paper published
in this special issue. WING 2010 received sponsorship from Microsoft Research. More details about
WING 2010 can be found at http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/events/wing2010.
The secondWING 2009was held at ETAPS 2009, York, UK; see http://mtc.epfl.ch/events/WING09/.
The first WING 2007 was held as a satellite event of the RISC Summer Conference Series, Hagenberg,
Austria; see http://www.risc.uni-linz.ac.at/about/conferences/WING2007/.
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Closing
Wewould like to thank the reviewers of both the workshop and the special issue for the thorough
job they have undertaken.
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